BLUEPRINT:

SOVEREIGNTY
IMPRINT:

EXPLOITATION
BODY PARTS:

HIPS, PELVIS, GENITALS, WOMB-SPACE
MOVEMENTS:

HANDS ON HIPS, SWAYING,
SWEEPING HANDS UP AND IN AS YOU SAY YES,
SWEEPING HANDS DOWN AND OUT AS YOU SAY NO
AFFIRMATIONS:

I GET TO DECIDE WHAT COMES IN
AND WHAT STAYS OUT.
I KEEP MY TEMPLE HEALTHY, HAPPY & HOLY.
I FEED MY SEED WHAT IT NEEDS TO THRIVE.
I SAY YES TO...
I SAY YES TO...
I SAY YES TO...
I SAY NO TO...
I SAY NO TO...
I SAY NO TO...

BLUEPRINT

SOVEREIGNTY
You are comfortable with the give and take of energy, time, money, love, lust, resources
and ideas. You know what's yours, what's others and what's shared. You practice
discernment around what's healthy or unhealthy to let into your space, and you opt for
health as often as possible. You are the wise, grounded Gatekeeper of your sacred temple.
IMPRINT

EXPLOITATION
Taken from without consent, stolen from, used, capitalized on, taken advantage
of, harnessed for another’s gain, exposed at a cost to you, trespassed upon,
extracted. Exploitation can be emotional, physical, sexual, financial or energetic.
HYPO-RESPONSE

HYPER-RESPONSE

FLIMSY
BOUNDARIES

IMPENETRABLE
BOUNDARIES

Giving more away than is sustainable or
healthy for the nourishment of your body,
mind, heart, finances or energy. Blindsided
about people taking from you. Always
getting the short end of the stick.
Defenseless. No walls. Not feeling, sensing
or noticing your own limits, and thus,
overriding them or letting them be
overridden by others.

Walling off entry to parts of your core
self as a defense against being
non-consensually taken from. Stingy.
Negotiating to come out on top, always.
Hyper-readiness to fire in case of attack.
Hyper-vigilance – always watching for
trespassers or violators with an
over-sharp eye.

ESSENTIAL PRACTICE

CHOOSING GROWTH
Cultivating the four embodiments of healthy sovereignty: 1) Penetrating: moving towards
what brings you alive. 2) Hanging Back: not engaging what diminishes your wellness.
3) Receiving: Opening to and letting in what inspires your Soul Seed’s growth potential.
4) Saying No: Closing to and keeping out what diminishes your Soul Seed’s growth potential.
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